EXPANDABLE STRETCHER FRAME
WITH EXENDER PIPES FOR GW30V60803 TO GW30V60806 SECTIONS

TEMPORARY STRETCHING METHOD FOR INSTALLATION
OF GW30V GEOWEB SECTIONS

STRETCHER FRAME EXPANDED TO GW30V60805 SECTION SIZE
ILLUSTRATING GEOWEB SECTION IN PLACE

STRETCHER FRAME TURNED OVER AFTER GEOWEB SECTION PLACED

FRAME WIDTH = 104 IN
6.5 IN
6.5 IN
7 SPACES @ 13 IN EACH
2 x 4 LUMBER CARRIAGE BOLTS

THREADED ROD AT 13.0 IN CENTERS

SIDE VIEW - UPSIDE DOWN FOR EXPANSION OF GEOWEB SECTION

SIDE VIEW - TURNED OVER FOR PLACEMENT OF GEOWEB SECTION

TYPICAL WOOD STRETCHER FRAME
FOR GW30V60803 SECTION SIZE

TABLE 1
EXPANDED GEOWEB SECTION LENGTH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CEILS (IN)</th>
<th>LENGTH (IN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PARTS LIST - EXPANDABLE STRETCHER FRAME
1 - 1/2 IN X 2-1/2 IN THREADED ROD
3 - 1/2 IN NUTS WITH WASHERS
2 - 1/2 IN X 5 3/4 IN BOLTS
4 - 1/2 IN NUTS WITH WASHERS
2 - 1 1/4 IN ELBOW
2 - 2 IN D EXTENDER PIPE
2 - 2 IN D EXTENDER PIPE

PIPE AND ELBOW DIMENSIONS ARE BASED ON
STANDARD STEEL PIPE SIZES. DIMENSIONS MAY VARY SLIGHTLY FOR
STRETCHER FRAMES FABRICATED WITH ALUMINUM OR PVC
PIPE AND ELBOW COMPONENTS.

EXTENDED PIPE DIMENSIONS

SIDE VIEW - TEMPORARY STRETCHER FRAME
6 - 1/2 IN X 43.5 IN STEEL BAR PER SECTION

WHERE "XX" EQUALS:
GW30V60803 32"
GW30V60804 40"
GW30V60805 50"
GW30V60806 60"
GW30V60807 77"

PARTS LIST -WOOD STRETCHER FRAME
1 - 1/2 IN X 10 X 10 IN CARRIAGE BOLTS
2 - 1/2 IN NUTS WITH WASHERS
2 - 1 1/4 IN ELBOW
2 - 2 X 4 X 100 X CARRIAGE BOLTS
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